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The must-have guide on how to protect yourself during the coming age of hyperinflation The

Petersen/Pew Commission on Budget Reform recently warned that the national debt was expected

to grow from 40 percent of the gross domestic product (GDP) in 2009 to 85 percent in 8 years, 100

percent in 12 years, and 200 percent by 2038. In other words, in just a few years the U.S. will owe

twice as much as it produces. Since no conceivable level of taxes and borrowing will enable the

country to service such an enormous debt, it is inevitable that government will turn to the same

tricks its antecedents have been playing since Ancient Rome: debasing the dollar and letting

inflation run rampant. Inflation-Proof Your Portfolio: Protect Your Money from the Coming

Government Hyperinflation is your guide to understanding the debt crisis and rising inflation, packed

with the key tools you need to protect yourself from the fallout.  Neither an economic treatise nor a

collection of specific investment advice, the book is intended as a resource to help empower

citizens to take action to protect their money from the coming government-induced hyperinflation

Essential reading for individual investors and general business readers alike who want to keep their

money safe when inflation sets in A runaway self-publishing hit, this new edition is fully revised and

updated Get the information you need to formulate your own plan of action to protect your

investments  The U.S. dollar is almost certain to have a sustained run of extremely high inflation

over the next decade because of continued huge government deficits and unfunded liabilities, and

this book is the resource you need to be ready.
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Governments love inflation. Currency devaluation makes it easier for them to pay down national



debt, but for everyone else, it means the evaporation of their hard-earned money. The value of the

dollar is already in decline, and as the government's financial obligations become more pressing,

things are only going to get worse. A lot of people are going to lose a lot of money, but you don't

have to be one of them. Based on four key principles&#151;"exchange dollars for real things,"

"future money is cheap money," "diversify out of dollars," and "prepare for the worst, but expect the

best"&#151;Inflation-Proof Your Portfolio: How to Protect Your Money from the Coming Government

Hyperinflation explains what you can do now to protect yourself from rapid inflation while you still

can. No one knows exactly when hyperinflation will hit&#151;or how hard&#151;but the guidance

offered in these pages can help you keep your money safe no matter what. Filled with invaluable

advice to help you prepare for any uncertainty, from moving money out of the bank and into safer

stocks and mutual funds to buying land in the country and stocking up on food, this is the book you

need to read to literally save your money. In these turbulent economic times, protecting your assets

is more important than ever. Essential reading for anyone who values their financial security,

Inflation-Proof Your Portfolio gives you the tools to take action in the face of impending

government-induced hyperinflation.

Your financial survival guide for the coming age of hyperinflation Government-induced hyperinflation

is looming. Huge national debts and unfunded liabilities have become unmanageable, and

politicians are preparing to turn to the same trick they've been using since Ancient Rome: debase

the currency and let inflation run rampant. There are difficult times ahead, but you still have time to

act in order to keep your money safe and secure. Inflation-Proof Your Portfolio explains how, giving

you the tools to stay one step ahead. Whether you're preparing for the worst or just want to make

sure that you have some money in reserve, this book contains the information you need to build a

portfolio that's protected from hyperinflation. From investing in art and jewels to going credit card

free, the advice in these pages is designed to empower you to take charge of your finances and

build a plan that you can put into action today&#151;to feel secure tomorrow.

David's book is helpful, especially if you have not had inflation on your radar screen. He gives a lot

of ideas about methods to consider to protect yourself. I found some of the items to be rudimentary

and hoped for more real actions to protect my savings. In the end, David's suggestions are good to

get you to research more and develop a proper plan to protect your portfolio.One quandry out of

David's discussion is the potential for another crisis and deflation prior to an inevitable inflationary

environment due to the unprecedented stimulus provided by the Fed. I think David should have



outlined that risk so his readers do not over-commit their entire portfolio to an inflationary bias

before it happens. It is always best to hedge your bets! Good luck with your planning, I still am not

sure what to do.

"Inflation Proof your Portfolio",met the expectations I had, and found very helpful content. Used it as

a Christmas Gift to my husband. He was very pleased with it.

If you're worried about inflation, this book is very useful. It covers the usual topics like gold, silver

and precious metals, but then gets into a large number of other inflation hedges that are less

familiar, like stamps, timber, farmland and foreign currencies. Voda believes that the government is

so much in debt and has so severely over promised on entitlements that the only way out will be

massive inflation. He gives a number of scenarios for inflation, anywhere from mild inflation to

hyperinflation and so it's sort of pick or choose what strategies you might want to follow.

I read Voda's book with interest and no small degree of alarm. There was a lot of useful information,

all very concisely arranged. There was also a good deal of eye-opening information.Regardless of

what the news pundits keep telling us, it is now very clear to me that our economy is slowing down

and America is getting poorer. Voda's analysis hits this trend squarely on the head.When I first

entered the work force, the question was: "Which of the many appealing job offers do I take?" Now

the question is: "Can I get a job at all?"People need to stop viewing the economy through their

various ideological filters and start dealing with the economy as it actually is. Voda's book goes a

long way towards helping us take the filters off--regardless of our particular political persuasion.

Right now, his words are merely cautionary. In the not so distant future, they may become simple

descriptors of America's economic reality.

You MUST read this book if you are the least bit concerned about managing/saving/investing your

hard-earned money and investments in this volatile world of financial uncertainties. This

well-researched book helps you cut through the "noise" of opinions and speculations with sound

advice and documented examples that will help you make sense of worldwide governmental

financial decisions and actions as it exists -- and how you can benefit by making the best choices

for your own portfolio. Highly recommended.
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